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This book completely covers a one-semester course on potable water supply systems in a single, compact
volume for undergraduate students. It covers all the three main topics—sources of water supply, water
treatment and water distribution. Using the latest tools and methods, it conceptualizes and formulates
the resource allocation problems, and deals appropriately with the complexity of constraints in the
demand and available supplies of water. The book integrates the concepts of chemistry, biology and
hydraulics as applicable to water supply engineering. It presents the basic and applied principles and
most recent practices and technologies. Apart from the students of water supply engineering, practising
engineers, professionals and researchers will benefit from the book. IMPORTANT FEATURES • Exhaustive
coverage of three main topics, viz., sources of water supply, water treatment, and water distribution •
Concepts and design practices illustrated with the help of solved examples • All related topics
discussed in context of principles of sustainability, affordability, effectiveness, efficiency, and
appropriateness • Step-wise solution to problems, with stress on unit cancellation in calculations •
Updated data from Bureau of Indian Standards • More than 70 solved examples, 70 true/false questions
and 325 multiple choice questionsAdvanced composite materials have been a major research focus for the
past forty years. As a reinforcement for conventional materials including glass, ceramics and polymers,
carbon has proved to be the most successful. Carbon gives these materials flexibility so that they may
be produced in bulk form with a wide variety of properties. Whereas carbon/carbon composites are the
most effective materials in extreme temperature conditions. Application ranges from brakes to missile
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nose cones. Carbon Reinforcements and Carbon/Carbon Composites gives the present state on this subject
in comprehensive form, as well as projections for other "High Tech" materials and their application.The
industry standard reference for water treatment plant design and modernization has been updated to
include hot topics such as security and design, vulnerability assessments, and planning against
vandalism and sabotage, as well as the latest information on codes, regulations, and water quality
standards. * Latest code updates and new water quality standards * Design operation and analysis of
treatment facilities★ABOUT THE BOOK: There are number of books available on the Subject of Water Supply
Engineering, but it is observed that each of these books is lacking in one respect or the other. Thus
none of the books that are available on the subject is complete in all respects. This has prompted the
author to bring out a book on this subject. Alike author’s earlier two books namely “Hydraulics and
Fluid Mechanics” and “Irrigation Water Resources and Water Power Engineering”, this book entitled
“Water Supply Engineering” is also a complete text book on the subject. The various topics have been
explained in simple language. It contains detailed information based on the latest Indian Standards.
The text has been supplemented by a large number of solved illustrative examples and equally large
number of problems. In the selection of the solved as well as unsolved examples special care has been
taken to include those examples which have appeared at the examinations of the various Universities as
well as AMIE, Combined Engineering Services Examinations and other Competitive Examinations. The book
has been made self-contained and therefore it will be useful for the students appearing at the
examination of various Universities as well as the various competitive examinations. It is hoped that
this Single Book will cover the need of the students of Civil Engineering studying this subject at the
undergraduate level. ★OUTSTANDING FEATURES: -Water Supply and Treatment prepared by the Central Public
Health and Environmental Organisation under the Ministry of Urban Development have been followed. -SI
Units used for the entire book. -More than 300 Multiple Choice Questions with Answers are given in
Appendix-I. -Subject matter is supported by very good diagrams and Illustrative examples.
★RECOMMENDATIONS: A textbook for all Engineering Branches, Competitive Examination, ICS, and AMIE
Examinations In S.I Units For Degree, Diploma and A.I.M.E. (India) Students and Practicing Civil
Engineers. ★ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Dr. P.N. Modi B.E., M.E., Ph.D Former Professor of Civil Engineering,
M.R. Engineering College, (Now M.N.I.T), Jaipur Formerly Principal, Kautilya Institute of Technology
and Engineering, Jaipur ★PUBLISHED BY: STANDARD BOOK HOUSE Since 1960 Unit of Rajsons Publications Pvt
Ltd Regd Office: 4262/3A Ground Floor Ansari Road Daryaganj New Delhi-110002 +91 011
43551185/43551085/43751128/23250212 Retail Office : 1705-A Nai Sarak Delhi-110006 011 23265506
www.standardbookhouse.in A venture of Rajsons Group of CompaniesWisdom and inspiration from India’s
best-loved president My India: Ideas for the Future is a collection of excerpts from Dr A.P.J. Abdul
Kalam’s speeches in his post-presidency years. Drawn from Dr Kalam’s addresses to parliaments,
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universities, schools and other institutions in India and abroad, they include his ideas on science,
nation-building, poverty, compassion and self-confidence. Dr Kalam draws on the lives of stalwarts such
as Marie Curie and Dr Vikram Sarabhai to encourage and inspire his young readers. Through these
speeches, he shares many valuable lessons in humility, resilience and determination, and leads children
to think, grow and evolve. A project very close to his heart, Dr Kalam’s last book for children is a
road map for every child to pursue their dreams, to be the best they can be, leading to the realization
of a better India.This Volume Is One Of The Two Which Offer A Comprehensive Course In Those Parts Of
Theory And Practice Of Plane And Geodetic Surveying That Are Most Commonly Used By Civil Engineers. The
First Volume Covers In 24 Chapters, The Most Common Surveying Operations. Each Topic Introduced Is
Thoroughly Described, The Theory Is Rigorously Developed, And A Large Number Of Numerical Examples Are
Included To Illustrate Its Application. General Statements Of Important Principles And Methods Are
Almost Invariably Given By Practical Illustration. Apart From Illustrations Of Old And Conventional
Instruments, Emphasis Has Been Placed On New Or Modern Instruments, Both For Ordinary As Well As
Precise Work. A Good Deal Of Space Has Been Given To Instrumental Adjustments With Thorough Discussion
Of Geometrical Principles In Each Case. Many New Advanced Problems Have Also Been Added Which Will
Prove Useful For Competitive Examinations.The book in its present form introduces detailed descriptions
and illustrative solved problems in the fields of Water Supply, Sanitary and Environmental Engineering.
The entire subject matter has been split up in three parts: Part I Water Supply Engineering Part II
Sanitary Engineering Part III Environmental Engineering. The first part deals with Water Supply
Engineering which is related to demand of water for various purposes in human life, sources of water
supply, quantity and quality of water, treatment and distribution of water, etc. The second part deals
with Sanitary Engineering which is related to quality and quantity of sewage, construction and design
of sewers, methods of treatment of sewage, etc. The third part discusses various aspects of
Environmental Engineering including air pollution, noise pollution, etc. A typical design of a domestic
sewage treatment plant is given in the Appendix as an additional attraction. The book now contains: *
253 * 140 * 60 * 610 Self-explanatory and neat diagrams Illustrative problems Useful tables Questions
at the end of chapters. It is hoped that the book in its present form will be extremely useful to the
Engineering students preparing for the Degree Examinations in Civil Engineering of all the Indian
Universities, Diploma Examinations conducted by various Boards of Technical Education, Certificate
Courses as well as for A.M.I.E., U.P.S.C., other similar Competitive and Professional
Examinations.Comprehensive coverage of the fundamental principles and current practices in water
processing, water distribution, wastewater collection, wastewater treatment, and sludge
disposal.Theoretical Foundation Engineering provides up-to-date, state-of-the-art reviews of the
existing literature on lateral earth pressure, sheet pile walls, ultimate bearing capacity of shallow
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foundations, holding capacity of plate and helical anchors in sand and clay, and slope stability
analysis. The discussion of the ultimate bearing capacity of shallow foundations is the most
comprehensive presentation on the subject to be found anywhere, and the review of earth anchors is
unique to this book. In addition, each chapter includes several topics which have never appeared in any
other book. The treatment is primarily theoretical and does not in any way compete with existing
foundation design books. This is the only textbook of its kind. Not only will it be welcomed by
teachers and first-year graduate students of geotechnical engineering, but it will be a useful
reference for graduate students and consultants in the the field, as well as being a valuable addition
to any civil engineering library.The Book Irrigation And Water Resources Engineering Deals With The
Fundamental And General Aspects Of Irrigation And Water Resources Engineering And Includes Recent
Developments In Hydraulic Engineering Related To Irrigation And Water Resources Engineering.
Significant Inclusions In The Book Are A Chapter On Management (Including Operation, Maintenance, And
Evaluation) Of Canal Irrigation In India, Detailed Environmental Aspects For Water Resource Projects, A
Note On Interlinking Of Rivers In India, And Design Problems Of Hydraulic Structures Such As Guide
Bunds, Settling Basins Etc.The First Chapter Of The Book Introduces Irrigation And Deals With The Need,
Development And Environmental Aspects Of Irrigation In India. The Second Chapter On Hydrology Deals
With Different Aspects Of Surface Water Resource. Soil-Water Relationships Have Been Dealt With In
Chapter 3. Aspects Related To Ground Water Resource Have Been Discussed In Chapter 4. Canal Irrigation
And Its Management Aspects Form The Subject Matter Of Chapters 5 And 6. Behaviour Of Alluvial Channels
And Design Of Stable Channels Have Been Included In Chapters 7 And 8, Respectively. Concepts Of Surface
And Subsurface Flows, As Applicable To Hydraulic Structures, Have Been Introduced In Chapter 9.
Different Types Of Canal Structures Have Been Discussed In Chapters 10, 11, And 13. Chapter 12 Has Been
Devoted To Rivers And River Training Methods. After Introducing Planning Aspects Of Water Resource
Projects In Chapter 14, Embankment Dams, Gravity Dams And Spillways Have Been Dealt With, Respectively,
In Chapters 15, 16 And 17.The Students Would Find Solved Examples (Including Design Problems) In The
Text, And Unsolved Exercises And The List Of References Given At The End Of Each Chapter Useful.This
new edition of The Drinking Water Handbook is thoroughly revised and updated, and includes a
comprehensive discussion of the Flint, Michigan lead contamination event, new coverage of contaminants
in water, such as personal care products and pharmaceuticals (PCPP) and endocrine disruptors, and
examines the security requirements for waterworks and ancillary procedures. It examines the process of
producing drinking water— from sources of water, to the purification process, through distribution
systems to the tap, and then to the actual use and reuse of water. It also reflects the latest
advancements in treatment technologies and reviews new laws and regulations related to drinking
water.The thirdedition has been completely revised and updated to take into account the best current
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research and to reflect the experience of engineers in this field. It provides authoritative guidance
on flood protection standards, flood magnitude and freeboard - guidance which is essential for
engineers who are responsible for the design and inspection of reservoirs.This book deals with water
supply, desalination of sea water and sanitary engineering, including sewerage, oxidation ponds,
oxidation ditches, industrial waste disposal, sludge disposal, disposal of refuse, village sanitation
and planning of water supply and sanitary engineering projects.Publisher's Note: Products purchased
from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to
any online entitlements included with the product. A Fully Updated, In-Depth Guide to Water and
Wastewater Engineering Thoroughly revised to reflect the latest advances, procedures, and regulations,
this authoritative resource contains comprehensive coverage of the design and construction of municipal
water and wastewater facilities. Written by an environmental engineering expert and seasoned academic,
Water and Wastewater Engineering: Design Principles and Practice, Second Edition, offers detailed
explanations, practical strategies, and design techniques as well as hands-on safety protocols and
operation and maintenance procedures. You will get cutting-edge information on water quality standards,
corrosion control, piping materials, energy efficiency, direct and indirect potable reuse, and more.
Coverage includes: • The design and construction processes • General water supply design considerations
• Intake structures and wells • Chemical handling and storage • Coagulation and flocculation • Limesoda and ion exchange softening • Reverse osmosis and nanofiltration • Sedimentation • Granular and
membrane filtration • Disinfection and fluoridation • Removal of specific constituents • Water plant
residuals management, process selection, and integration • Storage and distribution systems •
Wastewater collection and treatment design considerations • Sanitary sewer design • Headworks and
preliminary treatment • Primary treatment • Wastewater microbiology • Secondary treatment by suspended
growth biological processes • Secondary treatment by attached growth and hybrid biological processes •
Tertiary treatment • Advanced oxidation processes • Direct and indirect potable reuseWater-Resources
Engineering provides comprehensive coverage of hydraulics, hydrology, and water-resources planning and
management. Presented from first principles, the material is rigorous, relevant to the practice of
water resources engineering, and reinforced by detailed presentations of design applications. Prior
knowledge of fluid mechanics and calculus (up to differential equations) is assumed.This book offers
the most in-depth, step-by-step coverage available of contemporary water treatment plant planning,
design and operations. Readers can walk step by step through water treatment plant planning and design,
including predesign reports, problem definition, site selection and more.This book describes concepts,
methods and practical techniques for managing projects to develop constructed facilities in the fields
of oil & gas, power, infrastructure, architecture and the commercial building industries. It is
addressed to a broad range of professionals willing to improve their management skills and designed to
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help newcomers to the engineering and construction industry understand how to apply project management
to field practice. Also, it makes project management disciplines accessible to experts in technical
areas of engineering and construction. In education, this text is suitable for undergraduate and
graduate classes in architecture, engineering and construction management, as well as for specialist
and professional courses in project management.Completely covers the diploma syllabus of various State
Boards of Technical Education and AMIE Section  B for the course in Environmental Engineering.Basic
And Applied Soil Mechanics Is Intended For Use As An Up-To-Date Text For The Two-Course Sequence Of
Soil Mechanics And Foundation Engineering Offered To Undergraduate Civil Engineering Students. It
Provides A Modern Coverage Of The Engineering Properties Of Soils And Makes Extensive Reference To The
Indian Standard Codes Of Practice While Discussing Practices In Foundation Engineering. Some Topics Of
Special Interest, Like The Schmertmann Procedure For Extrapolation Of Field Compressibility,
Determination Of Secondary Compression, Lambes Stress - Path Concept, Pressure Meter Testing And
Foundation Practices On Expansive Soils Including Certain Widespread Myths, Find A Place In The
Text.The Book Includes Over 160 Fully Solved Examples, Which Are Designed To Illustrate The Application
Of The Principles Of Soil Mechanics In Practical Situations. Extensive Use Of Si Units, Side By Side
With Other Mixed Units, Makes It Easy For The Students As Well As Professionals Who Are Less Conversant
With The Si Units, Gain Familiarity With This System Of International Usage. Inclusion Of About 160
Short-Answer Questions And Over 400 Objective Questions In The Question Bank Makes The Book Useful For
Engineering Students As Well As For Those Preparing For Gate, Upsc And Other Qualifying Examinations.In
Addition To Serving The Needs Of The Civil Engineering Students, The Book Will Serve As A Handy
Reference For The Practising Engineers As Well.This comprehensive and well-organized book presents the
concepts and principles of earthquake resistant design of structures in an easy-to-read style. The use
of these principles helps in the implementation of seismic design practice. The book adopts a step-bystep approach, starting from the fundamentals of structural dynamics to application of seismic codes in
analysis and design of structures. The text also focusses on seismic evaluation and retrofitting of
reinforced concrete and masonry buildings. The text has been enriched with a large number of diagrams
and solved problems to reinforce the understanding of the concepts. Intended mainly as a text for
undergraduate and postgraduate students of civil engineering, this text would also be of considerable
benefit to practising engineers, architects, field engineers and teachers in the field of earthquake
resistant design of structures.
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